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“There have been whirlwinds and storms and tornados” (Actually, before I share this, I
had this in a dream last night. And the Lord was actually showing me what was
happening in this area, here in New Orleans and in Louisiana through this dream. And
my spirit all day has just been so stirred up.) But the Lord says “There have been
whirlwinds, storms and tornadoes that have brought destruction. But now I see a wind, a
whirlwind of the Lord descending and those that recognized this wind of the Lord will be
captured into the center or the eye of this whirlwind. They will see with clarity the power,
strength, glory and resolve of this wind of the Lord. It will realign relationships, make
new connections, and release His kingdom into New Orleans and Louisiana. Watch for
the wind of the Lord. It is a new wind to build, to rebuild and usher forth His purposes
and transformation. Keep your eyes on the winds of the Lord and recognize and receive
the new move of His Spirit.”
The Dream
In this dream that I had last night there were people that were afraid of the new wind
because of what had happened in the past and the trauma of the past. And there were
many that chose to run away from the new wind of the Lord. But those that stayed were
captured in the eye of the storm. And it was a storm and it was a wind of the Lord and it
brought total transformation and total change. So watch for the wind of the Lord, watch
for the new move of the Lord. You are already in it. Don’t run but embrace it. Because
God is bringing, He’s realigning, He’s bringing new connections, He is building
relationships and He is positioning the church in New Orleans and Louisiana to see His
kingdom purposes established in this land. Amen.

